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Abstra t

We present two proto ols for ad ho wireless networks,
one for the media a ess ontrol problem, and the other
for the power ontrol problem.
For the media a ess ontrol problem we present a proto ol alled SEEDEX whi h does not expli itly make
reservations for pa kets, a la the IEEE 802.11 proto ol,
yet allows s heduling to minimize on i ts. The idea
is to use known nite state ma hines at nodes whi h
are driven by pseudo-random number generators. The
seeds of these pseudo-random number generators are
ex hanged between nodes in a two hop neighborhood.
A further re nement is a hybrid version, whi h employs SEEDEX only on the RTS-CTS handshake of
the IEEE 802.11 proto ol. This algorithm provides improved throughput-delay and delay jitter performan e
in an ns simulation.
For the power ontrol problem we rst provide a framework for on eptualizing the problem. This leads us
to propose a network layer approa h to power ontrol whi h onsists of nding the least ommon network wide power level at whi h all nodes are onne ted.
This an be shown to maximize the throughput trafarrying apa ity of the network. We then propose
a feedba k algorithm COMPOW whi h tunes to this
minimum power level adaptively. We also propose a
software ar hite ture for integrating this into the OSI
proto ol sta k. The new idea is to introdu e a parallel
analog of the hierar hi al OSI layers into the network
layer whi h still allows modularity, and usability with
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any routing table driven routing algorithm. We also
des ribe our implementation, whi h takes advantage of
the port demultiplexing servi e provided by the transport layer.
1 Media A

ess Control in Wireless Networks:
The SEEDEX Proto ol

The wireless medium distinguishes itself from the wired
medium by the fa t that it is a shared medium. Hen e
transmissions an interfere with ea h other. Consider
the situation shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1:

Collisions between simlutaneous transmissions

Node B annot re ieve a pa ket from node A at the
same time that node C is transmitting to node D, if
B is within range of C. Thus, only ertain sets of simultaneous transmissions an take pla e in a wireless
network.
The media a ess ontrol problem is to s hedule transmissions online in a distributed asyn hronous manner
so that pa kets rea h their intended one hop neighbor
re ipients without ollisions.
In the IEEE 802.11 proto ol, see [5℄, an RTS-CTS
handshake is used. The transmitter sends an RTS

ea h other's states.
With su h knowledge of the states of all nodes in a
two-hop neighborhood of itself, a node an opportunisti ally s hedule its transmissions to minimize on i ts.
This leads to the SEEDEX proto ol.

Figure 2:

A nite state ma hine runs at ea h node whi h
is driven by a pseudo-random number generator.

(request-to-send) pa ket when it has a DATA pa ket to
be sent to a re eiver. Upon hearing this, all nodes in the
vi inity of the transmitter stay silent, while the re eiver
sends ba k a CTS ( lear-to-send) pa ket. This also silen es all nodes in the vi inity of the re eiver. Upon
hearing the CTS, the transmitter su essfully sends its
DATA pa ket to the re eiver whi h then replies ba k
with an a knowledgment.
This proto ol thus e e tively silen es two neighborhoods, one of the transmitter and the other of the reeiver, ea h and every time it has a pa ket to send.
On small networks this ould be a substantial portion
of the whole network, leading to a loss in throughput. Similarly, the RTS-CTS handshake also in urs
overhead. A previous study, see [1℄, has exhibited a
throughput s aling of n1 7 bits/se as the number of
nodes n is in reased from two to twelve. This ompares poorly with the optimal s aling law of pn log n
bits/se a hievable in prin iple; see [4℄.
With the goal of redu ing this overhead and thus
improving eÆ ien y, we present a proto ol, alled
SEEDEX, introdu ed in [2℄, for the media a ess ontrol problem.
The SEEDEX algorithm attempts to make reservations without, paradoxi ally, expli itly making them
a la IEEE 802.11. The basi idea is to have a known
nite state ma hine running at ea h node. These mahines are driven by pseudo-random number generators, whi h are essentially linear ongruen e relations;
see Figure 2. If the seed of the pseudo-random number
generator at a node is known, then one knows the future state sequen e of the state ma hine at that node.
This ex hanging of the seeds within a two-hop neighborhood an be done by a two-state fan-in and fan-out
pro edure; see Figure 3.
Thus all nodes within two hops of ea h other, in luding
the so alled \hidden" and \exposed" terminals know

The seed ex hange pro edure.
Let us onsider a parti ularly simple variant when ea h
node wanders ba k and forth between a
and a
to Transmit state, as an i.i.d. Bernoulli proess with probability p of being in the Permission to
Transmit state, and a probability (1 p) of being in
the Listen state. When a node T has a pa ket to send
to a neighboring node R, it waits for a time when it (T )
is in the Permission to Transmit state, and its intended
re ipient R is in the Listen state, and then transmits
the pa ket in the slot with a probability n+1 where n
is the number of other neighbors of R that are also in
the Permission to Transmit state; see Figure 4.
Figure 3:
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Figure 4:

The node transmits with probability 3 when
two other neighbors of R are also in the Permission to Transmit state.

The value of should be low (about 1.5) in heavy trafto minimize the number of on i ts, and high (about
2.5) in light 1traÆ to minimize the number of idle slots,
while the n+1 s aling ensures that the probability of
one su essful transmission is maximized when all the
(n + 1) nodes do have a pa ket to transmit to R. One
should note that this only approximates the true s enario sin e the other nodes may have di erent intended
re ipients; see Figure 5.
One an further pursue this idea by onsidering a hybrid with IEEE 802.11. One an employ the SEEDEX

Table 1:

Figure 5:

Two nodes with di erent intended re ipients
hoose di erent probabilities for transmission.

proto ol only for the RTS and CTS handshake pa kets.
After this, DATA pa kets an pro eed uninterrupted
just as in IEEE 802.11. Thus, onsider a situation as in
Figure 6, where nodes ontend using SEEDEX for the
RTS and CTS slots, whi h alternate with ea h other,
until a su essful reservation is made, at whi h point
a DATA pa ket straddling a xed number of multiples
of the RTS and CTS slot durations is thereafter transmitted. The next slot is then reserved for an ACK.
Following this, another ontention period for the RTSCTS handshake ensues, again employing SEEDEX.

Figure 6:

Using SEEDEX for the RTS-CTS handshake.

This results in a pro edure with better throughput as
well as delay and delay jitter (i.e., standard derivation
of delay) hara teristi s, in an ns simulation. These are
shown in Table 1 as a fun tion of loading, for the ase
of three interse ting ows shown in Figure 7, in an NS
simulation.

Performan e of SEEDEX ompared with IEEE
802.11 standard : Mean delay and Standard deviation of delay (Delay jitter).

Throughput
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.55
0.6

Three interse ting ows.

The SEEDEX proto ol has been implemented at the
University of Illinois. One hallenge we fa ed was to
syn hronize slots on available o the shelf hardware
su h as Lu ent's WaveLan ards or CISCO' Aironet
ards whi h use IEEE 802.11. One may note that synhronized slots are in fa t used in the Bluetooth standard. Another hallenge was to over ome the arrier
sensing feature built into these ards.

15.52
15.74
15.50
15.54
15.64
33.63

Mean Deviation Deviation
802.11 SEEDEX 802.11
24.34
2.85
18.68
21.56
3.08
13.61
20.34
2.90
11.59
24.04
2.97
15.54
30.13
3.29
21.01
809.9 18.93
748.77

2 Power Control in Wireless Networks: A
on eptualization, the COMPOW Proto ol,
and implementation

Consider now the power ontrol problem for ad ho networks. For some earlier approa hes to power ontrol,
we refer the reader to [6℄, [7℄, and [8℄.
We begin with a framework for on eptualizing the issues involved. For a variety of reasons we argue that
all the nodes in a network should employ a ommon
power level (we are assuming identi al nodes). First, a
proper fun tioning of the RTS-CTS handshake requires
that. For example in Figure 8, R's CTS is not powerful
enough to be heard by A, and so does not silen e it.
Yet, if A thereafter transmits, it ollides at R with T 's
pa ket.

Figure 8:

Figure 7:

Mean

SEEDEX

R should transmit at at least the same power as
A in order to silen e it. R's CTS is not powerful
enough to be heard by A. Yet A an interfere
with R if its power level is higher.

Se ond, link level a knowledgments are ne essary in
wireless networks. The wireless medium is inherently
unreliable and so without su h a knowledgments the
transport layer would fun tion very poorly. Also, the
presen e of on i ts at the MAC layer ne essitates
su h a knowledgments, as done, for example, in IEEE
802.11. For su h link level a knowledgments to rea h
the original transmitter T from R, R's power level must
be at least equal to that of T , as argued in Figure 9.

Figure 9:

If R's power level is less than
ACK may not be heard by T

T 's,

then

R's

For these reasons and some others, the power levels of
two neighboring nodes must be equal. By transitivity,
this equality ontinues to hold in a two-hop neighborhood, and by indu tion in an n-hop neighborhood and
thus throughout the entire network.
The next issue: What is this ommon power level to
be? As Figure 10 shows, if this ommon power level is
too low, then there may not be a suÆ ient number of
links in the network to render it onne ted.

Figure 11:

another from T 0 to R0 at a distan e r0 , as shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 12:

Thus,

Figure 10:

If the power level, and thus the range (assumed omnidire tional for illustration only)
is too small, then the resulting network may
not be onne ted.

On the other hand, if the power level is too high, then
as Figure 11 shows, the network may have too many
links. This in reases the degree of ea h node (where
the degree is the number of edges in ident to a node).
When the degree is large it simply means that there
are several nodes whose transmissions an ause interferen e at the given node. To al ulate the e e t
of this, onsider the following simpli ed al ulation (a
more detailed analysis an be found in [4℄).
Consider a network with n nodes, ea h apable of of
transmitting at a data rate of W bits/se , in a disk
of area A square meters. Let us also suppose that all
transmitters have a ommon range r. Further, suppose that if node R is to su essfully re eive a transmission from T at distan e r, then there an be no
other transmission within a distan e (1 + )r from R,
where  > 0. Now onsider two simultaneous su essful transmissions, one from T to R at a distan e r, and

If the power level is too high, there an be too
mu h interferen e.

Two simultaneous su essful transmissions.

= r
= r0
 (1 + )r0
 (1 + )r ;
must hold. From this, an appli ation of the triangle
inequality shows that
jT
jT 0
jT
jT 0

Similarly,
Thus

Rj
R0 j
R0 j
Rj

jR R 0 j  jR T 0 j jR 0 T 0 j
 (1 + )r r0 :
jR R0 j  (1 + )r0 r:
0
jR R0 j  (r 2+ r ) :

Hen e a ir le of radius 2r around R, and a ir le radius 2r around R0 are disjoint, as shown in Figure 13.
For simpli ity of exposition, suppose that r = r0 = r
(see [4℄ for a more general analysis). Then note that
0

Figure 13:

Cir les around re eivers are disjoint. Hen e
every su essful transmission onsumes area.

even when su h ir les are lo ated near the periphery
of the domain, at least a quarter of the area, or 162r2
must lie within the domain. Sin e the available area in
the16Adomain is only A, it implies that there an only be
2 r2 simultaneous transmissions, ea h of W bits/se .
Now suppose that the network arries traÆ at a rate 
bits/se from ea h of the n nodes to their destinations,
whi h are at an average distan e LL away. Then su h
sessions must, on average, involve r hops. Thus ea h
node must transmit on average at Lr bits/se , to arry
the relaying burden.
Hen e the average throughput of  per node an be
supported by the network only if
AW
nL 
;
 16
r
 2 r 2
or


 rn

for some onstant .
This suggests that the ommon range r must be made
as small as possible. However, as we have seen earlier,
too small a value for r an render the network dis onne ted. So the question that arises is: How small a
value of r will still guarantee onne tivity? This question has been answered in [3℄. Consider n nodes lo ated
at random (i.i.d. uniformly distributed) in a disk of area
A. If all nodes have a ommon range r(n), then
lim Prob(Network is onne ted) = 1
n!+1
if and only if
r
A(log n + k(n))
r(n) =
where k(n) ! +1:
n

From this it follows that the maximal throughput that
the network an support per node is


1
p
bits/se :
(n) = O
n log n

In pra ti e the number of nodes in the network may be
unknown, the area of the domain may be unknown, the
range may not be omnidire tional, et . Hen e instead
of dealing with the range r, one wants to deal dire tly
with the power level P , noting that when power levels
are identi al, then one node is in the range of the other
if and only if the other is in its range, without requiring
omnidire tionality.
Thus one an formulate the network-wide power ontrol problem as follows: What is the smallest ommon
power level P whi h ensures that the network is onne ted?
What we further require is a distributed asyn hronous
algorithm whi h onverges to su h a power level. Note
also that sin e nodes are mobile, this algorithm will
have to be adapt onstantly to its environment, and
thus be running ontinuously.
We propose the following network-wide feedba k strategy to onverge to the smallest power level at whi h the
network is onne ted. Let fPmin = P0; P1 ; : : : ; PJ =
Pmax g be the dis rete set of power levels available at
ea h node, arranged in the order Pi  Pi+1 . For ea h
level P , denote by R(P ) the set of nodes whi h are onne ted to a distinguished node, when all nodes use the
ommon power level, and the onne tions are allowed
to be multi-hop. Thus R(P ) is the \rea hable set" at
a ommon power level P .
Note that R(Pmax ) is the maximal rea hable set. The
feedba k strategy is simply this: Set the urrent power
level to the smallest level at whi h the network is onne ted, that is

Pi su h that R(Pi 1 ) 6= R(Pmax )
P (t) =
Here t denotes an instant of some set of sampling times
at whi h the power levels are hanged. We all this the
COMPOW (Common Power) power ontrol algorithm.
(We an also modify the algorithm so that the power
level is k level higher than that above, whi h will provide k levels of robustness).
The next issue that arises is how one may obtain R(P )
in pra ti e. Fortunately this is readily obtained from
any routing table driven routing algorithm, by simply
examining the number of entries in the routing table.
There is yet another ar hite tural, and important, issue
that needs to be onfronted: Where in the urrent OSI
layers should power ontrol be situated for the ase of
wireless networks?
One should note that, a priori, the problem of power
ontrol uts a ross many of the arefully delineated layers. For example, power ontrol is a link layer problem,
as for example in ellular systems. However, as seen

earlier, it is also a network level problem sin e networkwide onne tivity depends on the hoi e of the power
level. Additionally, power ontrol impa ts on the routing problem sin e di erent hoi es of power levels give
rise to di erent sets of links.
Con eptually, suppose that the network layer has a
routing table for ea h power level. Then, a routing
table at ea h power level P is built by sending routing
ontrol pa kets at that power level. The table built
using the urrent power level RTP (t) is the primary
routing table, and is onsulted for all DATA pa kets.
Our solution uses stru tural parallelism in the network
layer, and thus preserves modularity, whi h has been a
governing prin iple in network proto ol design.
, that is, parallel running of several independent non-intera ting routing algorithms, is equally
amenable to the plug and play approa h of the serial
hierar hy of the OSI layer.
Paral-

lel modularity

proto ol has been implemented at the University of Illinois.
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Implementation of COMPOW illustrating
Parallel Modularity.

We implement the above on ept as follows. A routing daemon orresponding to ea h power level is run
at di erent ports; see Figure 14. (For example in the
CISCO's Aironet 350 ards, there are six power levels
available).
The multiplexing of route pa kets for the orre t power
level is automati ally taken are of by the transport
layer port demultiplexing. The power ontrol agent deides the urrent network power level and the routing
table of the orresponding routing daemon is opied to
the kernel routing table. This will ensure that DATA
pa kets follow the appropriate power levels, while ea h
routing daemon maintains the routing table appropriate for its own power level. Finally, the implementation
is ompleted by ensuring that the physi al setting of the
power level is done at the level of the devi e driver. For
this a power level eld is required in the pa kets.
Thus, we have provided a on eptual foundation, a
mathemati ally sound solution, and an ar hite turally
lean implementation whi h is ompatible with urrent
implementations of the proto ol sta k is software. This
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